


GOOD MORNING 

Today’s learning:

1 – Maths

2 – Class reading

3 – English

4 – Handwriting

5 – History

A message from Miss Connor…

REMEMBER THE 

BOURNEBROOK WAY



Maths answers

MARKING TIME 



Maths answers

Set A



Maths answers

Set B



Maths answers

Set C



Y5

English answers



Y6

English answers



Spelling answers

Mr Whoops needs to practise these words:

privilege

Whoops-a-daisy!

committee achieve

community criticise exaggerate

sufficient curiosity variety 

vegetables average restaurant

develop



Y6 MATHS

LO: Mini Maths.   

Answer the following questions in 

your yellow book:

Mark your own - answers tomorrow

For help with division with a decimal/fraction remainder (Q5) watch:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHrjDo8J9S4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ran6fBbJFqE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHrjDo8J9S4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ran6fBbJFqE


LO: To solve problems using line 

graphs.

Read the examples carefully.

Then complete set A, B or C in 

your yellow book.



Set A

Mark your own - answers tomorrow



Set B

Mark your own - answers tomorrow



Set C

Mark your own - answers tomorrow



CLASS READING

LO: To read our class text.

Read chapter 8.



ENGLISH

LO: To add detail and vary 

sentences.

Read the following information 

carefully then have a go at the 

activities in your green book.

Y5/6



Mark your own - answers tomorrow



Mark your own - answers tomorrow



HANDWRITING

LO: Handwriting.

Write 3 lines of each word carefully in 

your green book.



HISTORY

LO: To find out how transport developed during the Industrial Revolution.

In this lesson, we are going to find out about the impact of the canals during the Industrial 

Revolution.  In the Midlands, we had (and still have) a huge canal network, which linked our 

region to key industrial areas and ports up and down the United Kingdom.  As the Midlands 

were perfectly situated on all routes, we were able to take advantage of this, and became a 

hub of manufacturing and industry – which is why Birmingham developed into the second 

largest city, after London.  The canal system worked like the motorways of today and 

transported the goods we made throughout the UK, and then the world.  All year groups will 

create a mind map on canals after reading through the following pages.



Carefully read through the following slides on Victorian canals.  

There are also some useful video links which explain key points in a little more detail.



How were goods transported before the Victorian era?

Goods were transported using either:

• Coastal shipping.

• Navigable rivers (rivers that were large and deep enough to link towns and cities). 

• Roads.

Can you think of any reasons why these methods were unsuitable?



Disadvantages

Coastal shipping:

• Bad weather.

• Ever changing tides and winds.

• Pirates – seriously!



Disadvantages

Navigable rivers:

• Dirty rivers – they were becoming full of silt/mud.

• Not all towns and cities were linked by rivers.

• Rivers could flood during Winter and dry up during Summer.



Disadvantages

Road:

• Road travel was becoming more expensive.

• A horse could pull a cart weighing 2 tons on a road but could pull a river barge weighing up 

to 100 tonnes.

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4yzg7av8gk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4yZG7av8Gk


What’s the difference between rivers and canals?

• Rivers occur naturally, as a result of rain falling on high ground, and run downwards across 

lower ground to the sea. 

• They may be thousands of miles long or only a few miles long.

• Canals are man made waterways that are deep enough to hold vessels capable of carrying 

about twenty-two tonnes in each vessel.

• They were specifically built to connect towns, factories, existing lakes, rivers or even 

oceans.



Rivers Vs canals

• Rivers follow the natural contours of the 

land around it.

• Canals were built to suit the need of 

business.



How were canals built?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbmqks8ntji

• Canals had to be built on level ground.

• Canals also had to be waterproof – they did this by a process called  ‘puddling’ – clay was 

mixed with water and  put on the underneath and sides of the canal.

• Early canals were constructed around the land so they were not straight.

• Engineers had to design ways of getting waterways through hills and over valleys.  How do 

you think they did this?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbmqks8ntji


Locks

• Locks are watertight wooden gates placed at each end of a stone or brick lined chamber to 

hold the water back.

• Water is then gradually let either in or out of the channel to allow the vessel to go up or 

down before the gates on one end of the lock are opened and the vessel sails away.  It 

sounds a bit complicated but it works.



Victorian engineers were serious problem solvers

• If an engineer had a really big hill in his way, he had to build a tunnel.  We have a good 

example of a really long tunnel in Dudley, near the Black Country Living Museum, on the 

Dudley Canal.

• However, if he had to cross a valley, then an aqueduct was the answer.  England’s longest 

aqueduct is the Edstone Aqueduct, on the Stratford Canal.

Both of these can be visited – search on the Canal and River Trust website.        



Where did they get the water from?

• The canal could be filled with water but they didn’t have hose pipes.

• They used water from nearby streams and rivers but sometimes they would have to build 

big reservoirs that could hold the water.









Your activity today is to complete a mind map based on what you have learnt about canals.

You need to consider:

✓What is a canal?

✓Why were they built?

✓Where were they built?

✓Who got the most benefit 

from canals being built?

✓Finally, include details about 

your own specific canal:

Y5 – Oxford Canal.

Y6 – Birmingham Canal.

Here’s an example of a mind map to     

remind you of what one looks like.



• Remember to talk to someone on your network hand if you are worried about something.

• If nobody is listening to your worries or there is nobody to talk to, you can Google Childline 

or call them on 08001111.

• Adults at Childline are used to talking to children with worries and can help you.

• If you feel unsafe at home or are worried that a friend is not safe, call Mrs Patchett on 

07787261064.

REMEMBER


